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Summary 

The development of the phylogenetic diversity index now allows, at least in theory, a close integration of of phylogeny 
and paleobiodiversity, but in practice, this unification is only incipient. It has been hampered by the lack of generally-
applicable methods to determine the actual appearance dates of taxa (rather than the younger dates at which they become 
visible in the fossil record). Most recent works on producing timetrees have emphasized molecular data, a suboptimal 
situation because the most direct evidence of the chronology of taxonomic diversification is the fossil record, which is now 
under-exploited. Fortunately, progress is being made in using the fossil record to produce timetrees. Two complementary 
approaches have been pursued: total evidence dating (based on molecular and morphological data), and the use of birth and 
death models.  
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The interactions between phylogeny and paleobiodiversity used to be tenuous at best. Until very recently, 
most paleobiodiversity estimates were simple counts of taxa of a given rank (species, genera, families, or even 
orders, in decreasing order of precision thus obtained), and such simple taxonomic counts continue to be widely 
used in paleontological research (e.g., Peters, 2008; Sahney et al., 2010). This is very unfortunate because the 
limitations of using taxon counts (especially supra-specific taxa) in comparative biology are well known 
(Bertrand et al., 2006; Laurin, 2010). It could be argued that an explicit framework linking both was proposed 
only in the 1990s, when Faith (1992) proposed a biodiversity index that fully uses phylogenetic information, in 
the form of a topology with branch lengths. However, the potential of this method has been exploited so far in 
very few studies (e.g., Marjanovi  & Laurin, 2008), although a few other paleontological studies have integrated 
the phylogeny into paleobiodiversity studies through other techniques (e.g., Ruta et al., 2007; Benson                            
et al., 2012).  

Paleontologists make increasing use of phylogenies to assess paleobiodiversity and its evolution through 
time, although in many cases, intermediate approaches combining use of rank-based nomenclature with 
phylogeny are used (e.g., Ruta & Benton, 2008). The most sophisticated methods to study the evolution of 
biodiversity remain to be integrated into paleontological research. Thus, the method of Nee et al. (1994a, b) to 
study speciation and extinction rates through time using molecular timetrees, along with other methods based on 
such timetrees of extant taxa, has been used extensively to assess macroevolutionary patterns (Morlon et al., 
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2010). Because of the proliferation of such studies based on molecular timetrees, fossil data have been directly 
exploited in only a minority of studies on the evolution of biodiversity, which is a suboptimal situation because 
the fossil record provides the most direct source of information about paleobiodiversity. Among the many 
problems raised by this situation is that estimates of extinction rates based on such methods are known to be 
fairly inaccurate and under-estimated (Paradis, 2004). This unfortunate situation prevails because the recent, 
sophisticated timetree-based methods used to study the evolution of biodiversity require substantial modification 
to be able to incorporate data from the fossil record. Progress in this direction was recently made on several 
fronts. For instance, Morlon et al. (2011) presented a more sophisticated timetree-based method, applied it to a 
cetacean dataset, and showed that it produced results compatible with data from the fossil record. Didier et al. 
(2012) modified the method of Nee et al. (1994a, b) to directly incorporate fossils into timetrees and estimate 
speciation, extinction, and fossilization rates from the tree. Their simulations showed that the incorporation of 
fossil data significantly reduces error on parameter estimates, even with a fairly sparse fossil record in the order 
of 10% of species present in the record. However, this method remains to be applied to an empirical dataset. 

Given that timetrees are so essential to assess paleobiodiversity and its evolution through time, a review of 
recent progress in methods used to date the tree of Life is relevant. Timetrees were based mostly, if not 
exclusively, on the fossil record for much of the 20th century, to the point that some authors maintained that the 
evolutionary history of a taxon lacking a fossil record could not be known (Gingerich, 1979, p. 454). The advent 
of molecular systematics drastically changed this situation; most recent timetrees have been produced using 
molecular dating techniques in which little data from the fossil record was used to establish time constraints, 
most of which are only miminal age constraints, on the ages of various nodes (e.g., Roelants et al., 2007). This 
strategy is suboptimal because using the fossil record mostly to provide minimal ages can be expected to inflate 
molecular ages (Marjanovi  & Laurin, 2007), and this may explain many disagreements between paleontologists 
and molecular biologists about the age of various taxa, such as Lissamphibia (Marjanovi  & Laurin, 2007; 
Roelants et al., 2007) or Metazoa (Hug & Roger, 2007). The best strategy to improve our age estimates for taxa 
would be to collect more fossil data and produce more sophisticated methods to analyze these because even the 
shape of the probability distribution of priors of node ages (for Bayesian methods) has a strong impact on 
molecular ages, as shown by Ho & Phillips (2009) for birds. Fortunately, much progress has been made recently 
on methods that can extract most probable taxon ages (as opposed to minimal ages) from the fossil record 
(Laurin, 2012). Early attempts in this direction focused on obtaining confidence intervals on the maximal ages of 
clades (Strauss & Sadler, 1989). However, these methods are difficult to apply to large clades because they 
require much data, because they require a uniform fossil recovery potential through time (Strauss & Sadler, 
1989; Marshall, 2008) or require a fossil recovery potential curve obtained without reference to the fossil record, 
but able to explain the latter well (Marshall, 1997). The latter can be poorly constrained near the ends of 
stratigraphic ranges of taxa, which results in similarly poorly constrained confidence intervals (Marjanovi  & 
Laurin, 2008). 

Two promising strategies to make better use of the fossil record to date the tree of Life have been explored 
recently. One, called “total evidence dating”, consists in incorporating extinct taxa from the fossil record directly 
into “total evidence” data matrices, which incorporate molecular sequences from extant taxa, as well as 
morphological data from extant and extinct taxa. Phylogenetic analyses and dating are then performed on the 
combined dataset, with node ages linked to extinct taxa dated using the ages of the fossils considered to be at the 
tips of branches, as well as the length of these branches, estimated (in the case of extinct taxa) from their length 
(number of inferred transitions) and inferred evolutionary rates. This method is attractive because it 
automatically incorporates uncertainty about the affinities of fossils (which is considered in the phylogenetic 
analysis) and avoids having to select prior ages for various nodes. However, this method requires much data and 
given the complexity of the calculations involved, is applicable only to moderately-sized datasets. So far, it has 
been used to date Lissamphibia (Pyron, 2011) and Hymenoptera (Ronquist et al., 2012a). It is now implemented 
in the MrBayes 3.2 (Ronquist et al., 2012b). 

The second promising strategy is based on birth and death processes. Using such processes, which, in the 
simplest situation, assume constant speciation and extinction rates (these assumptions can be relaxed), data about 
biodiversity at various times in the history of a clade can be used to get a probability distribution about the origin 
of this clade. This method has been used to assess the probable time of origin of anthropoids and of primates 
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(Wilkinson & Tavaré, 2009). In the implementation used by Wilkinson & Tavaré (2009), the data used were the 
paleobiodiversity of primates and anthropoids from 14 time bins plus the extant biodiversity of these clades, 
along with the age of the oldest fossil of both clades. This method thus makes use of very little phylogenetic 
data. The analyses suggested that the 95% confidence on the age of primates extends up to 99 Ma, in the middle 
of the Cretaceous, which illustrates that the discrepancy between the minimal age and the most probable age of a 
taxon, estimated from fossil data, can differ drastically, even when its fossil record is fairly extensive. However, 
it is possible that incorporating more phylogenetic data into such analyses might lead to narrower confidence 
intervals; this question should be tackled soon, as it may be one of the most promising strategies to better date 
the tree of Life.  
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